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Seeing Ourselves As Others See US
THE excellent information presented at the March

convention of the Signal section of the A. R. A. on
the movement of trains by signal indication has at
tracted favorable comments from many railroad of
ficers. Not a fevv operating officers recog'nizc the fact
that signals are being used successfully to direct train
movements without train orders in certain special
cases, but are reluctant to give consideration to ex
tensive operation by signals exclusively. In order to
bring the results of their studies on this subject closer
home to the averaging operating ofiicer, the members
of the Signal section might well give consideration to
a thought dropped by an experienced operating officer
who was present at this recent convention of the Sig
nal section. His comment was to the effect that, "the
signal engineers are now alive to the situation and are
confident of their ability to meet requirements, but
generally they are not sure of what the requirements
are, and by reason of this uncertainty are disposed to
study it alone and are slow to approach officers re
sponsible for operation."

These comments are worthy of consideration. Perhaps
the situation can be met by the Signal section suggest
ing to the officers of the American Association of Rail
road Superintendents that representatives be appointed to
co-operate with the Committee on the Economies of
Signaling in the development of this study of the opera
tion o'f trains by signal indication. Members of the Sig
nal section can also be of assistance by cultivating ac
quaintance of the operating ofncers on their roads, there
by learning the operating man's viewpoint of problems
that may later be solved by an installation of automatic
signaling.

Mechanical or Power Interlocking
WHEN considering the installation of new interlocking

plants there is ever the question as to whether to in
stall a mechanical plant or a power plant. The represent
atives of one road that recently installed a large me
chanical interlocking with color-light signals for a mi.iver
sal facing point crossover layout on a four-track line,
explained in detail the reasons why a mechanical plant
was installed at this location in preference to a power
plant. The crossovers are not used frequently enough
for the handling of the lever to be any undue physical
burden for the towerman. Crossover movements are
planned ahead of time by the dispatcher and, therefore,
speed of operation of the plant is no factor in causing
train delays such as might be caused at a large terminal.
The original cost of installation of the mechanical plant
was approximately 35 per cent less than for a power
plant. The actual cost of maintenance and hours of
service required would be considerably less for a mechan
ical plant than for a power plant. It was also consid
ered that interruptions of trafnc due to failures of inter-

locking equipment \youJd be Ie,;,; for a mechanical plant.
In reality the basic reason for selecting a mechanical

plant in the case outlined was that the traffic requiring
movement of switches did not justify the larger expendi
ture for the installation and maintenance of a power
plant. We are presenting no brief in favor of mechanical
plants but we believe that every case must be considered
011 its own merits with a due study of the traffic to be
handled. For busy yards and terminals, also for exten
sive layouts, including widely separated crossing or junc
tions, power plants are without question best adapted.
However, where the track layout is relatively compact
the signal engineer should make a close study of require
ments to be placed on the interlocking hy the volume
and frequency of trai.n movements.

Light Signals, Color,
Position or Color-Position

A CCORDING to information furnished by the rail-
roads 1,964 light signals vvere installed in 1924 as

compared with 1,843 semaphore signals. These figures
are evidence of the rapidly growing preference for the
light signal for both day and night indication. Some
roads, although using light signals for automatics, prefer
the semaphore for interlocking signals, while others are
using light signals for both the automatic block and inter
locking.

With this tendency to adopt light signals it is inter
esting to note the different types and indications that are
being developed and promoted. Of the 1,964 light sig
nals installed last year, 1,600 were the color-light type
and 364 were the position-light type. The color-lignt
type has several variations of which the three-indication
type with the lights arranged in a vertical row was in
stalled in the greatest numbers. For example, the Great
Northern installed 298, and the Illinois Central, 240.
Another variation of the color-light is the so-called
searchlight unit, using the one light unit with a change
of color, there being some 354 of this type installed by
the New York Central last year. At interlockings where
close spacing of signals on a pole is required two arrange
ments of color-light units are being used, one with the
lights spaced in a triangle instead of a vertical row, while
another idea, as explained in an article elsewhere in
this issue, is to arrange the three color units in a hori
zontal instead of a vertical row.

The position-light signal as developed on the Penn
sylvania has been adopted by some other roads; the

. Nodolk & Western installed 204 and the Lehigh Valley
S6 of this type in 1924. Recognizing the advantages of
both the factors, position and color for a signal indica
tion, the Baltimore & Ohio has standardized on the color
position-light signal, and has recently ordered equipment
for a large installation of this type of signals.

In this gradual change from the semaphore to the light
signal three factors must be considered by those develop-
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ing and installing such equipment: first, reliability; sec
ond, the quality of the indication to the engineman; and
third, economy of maintenance and operation. Neglect
to give anyone of these due consideration may result in
a failure of that type of signal being used extensively.

The Signal Convention
Goes to West Baden

AFTER numerous conferences thl: officers of the Signal
.n. section of the A. R A. have decided to hold the an
nual autumn convention at \\-est Baden, Ind., on Septem
ber 29 and 30 and October 1. In the old days of the Rail
way Signal Association custom established a. practice of
holding the meeting in the East one year and lJ1 the \!Vest
the next. In view of the fact that in the past few years
unsettled conditions have controlled the choice of loca
tion of conventions a succession of conventions have
been held at Alexandria Bay, N. Y, Chicago, Spring
Lake, N. J. and Swampscott, Mass. If custon: is to be
followed it is high time to take the conventIOn west.
Therefore it may be ,veil to consider the factors influenc
ing the choice of West Baden in preference to Del Monte,
Calif., which had also been considered.

Records show that the Signal section as a body has
handled a large volume of work efficiently at every con
vention. As a result the officers of the American Rail
way Association have placed but little restraint on the
policies of the Signal section. With the gradually in
creased efficiency of railroad operation, the tightening of
expenditures and the increased duties and responsibilities
of many officers during the last few years, longer hours
and closer attention to work have been necessary. Those
political factions which are ever on the alert to magnify
any apparent waste on the part of the railroads take an
interest in pointing out any unnecessary traveling time of
these busy railroad officers. In line with the policy of
other important units of the A. R A. it is, therefore,
advantageous that the Signal section has chosen a
centrally located point for its convention at this time.

It is said that West Baden is quite near the center of
population of the entire membership of the Signal sec
tion. The hotel has adequate accommodations for all
and a large, quiet, conveniently located convention hall.
Plans are now well formed for an interesting educational
program to accompany the reports of the committees.
With the absence of outside attractions of the large city,
there will be excellent opportunities to confer with many
other men interested in signaling problems.

All circumstances, time, convenience of location and

hotel facilities, and program of the convention, are con
ducive to a record attendance. Even; member who can
possibly get away for a few days should plan to attend
this convention because the information gained and the
personal contacts established at such gatherings are an
important factor in keeping abreast of the rapidly de
veloping signal field.

Responsibility of Manufacturers and
Railroads for Signal Perforn'1ance

T HE manufacturers of signal and interlocking app.ara
tus are probably more vitally concerned in the me

chanical integrity and operating efficiency of their devices
than the railroads themselves. The manufacturer has the
reputation of his organization to maintain and he knows
from sad experience that if his product does not meet the
requirements of railroad service they will lose prestige.
In order to construct apparatus satisfactory to the rail
road man, the manufacturers h'ave seen fit to gather a
large proportion of their engtneering personnel from the
ranks of the railroads. The manufacturers also follow
their product into the field to offer their assistance in
checking up on its operation and service. Then too these
manufacturers are glad to secure comments and sugges
tions from railroad men regarding improvements in de
sign or construction. Because of these facts, the ma
jority of the railroads, select and install signaling and
interlocking as offered by the manufacturer.

In years gone by there has been a tendency on the part
of some of the committees of the Signal section to change
specifications slightly here and there, forever keeping the
manufacturer in uncertainty whether he is using the cor
rect size of screws or bolts, etc. However, the Signal
section as a whole is now rapidly broadening out the
scope of its work to include the study of ways and means
of increasing track capacity by signals, of producing
economies by installing interlocking and like problems.
As a result the manufacturer is, and justly so, now left
more alone in bringing his product to a point of standard
ization, permitting more economical manufacture, which
saving will in time be passed on to the users,

Standardization of universally used parts is very C0111

mendable and should be carried out wherever practicable.
However, the carriers might well accept the completed
signaling units as produced by the manufacturer without
too detailed special specifications for the individual user.
The maker's responsibility for the correct performance
of the product will insure the integrity and performance
of equipment.

Spring Houses, Bathing Pools and Tennis Courts are Located In the Elaborate Landscape Garden Surrounding the West
Baden Hotel Which Is Built in a Unique Circular Form Surrounding a Large Atrium 200 Feet In

Diameter and 100 Feet High. The Exclusive Accommodations Available to
Members of Signal Section Will Care for 650 Guests.


